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DôyenWorld announces the release of their cat box addition:
The DôyenCat FunBox and its Meow-nificent!

Innovative DôyenCat FunBox from DôyenWorld Revolutionizes the Pet Toy Industry:
Not Just Another Cat Box—Not Just Another Pet Toy Company

SAN DIMAS, CA – Many cat owners know that keeping your feline happy and healthy includes a fun play life; and nobody understands this better than award winning designer, Justice Le, creator and founder of DôyenWorld.

Le fosters several cats so she knows a lot about their uncanny behaviors. “Not all cats like catnip. Not all cats like treats. Not all cats like the same toys. But what they do love are boxes,” Le explained. “The cats love boxes but I don’t want to see Amazon boxes in my house. So I want to design a box that is aesthetically pleasing to compliment the home while providing a safe haven for them to feel calm and content in unfamiliar space.”

Recently won 2020 Editor’s Choice Award by Catster, DôyenCat FunBox does just that; it provides a comfort zone for cat and helps to reduce and alleviate stress, all while keeping them mentally and physically happy and active — burning off that kitty energy. This is especially important for cat owners who work and are away from home for long periods of time. With the DôyenCat FunBox, cat owners can rest assured that their cat is having safe, healthy fun while they are away, and meme creators and cat photographers will love the stand-in cardboard cutout to elevate to the next level of Instagram fame.

It’s wonderful to see DôyenWorld provided a modern twist on traditional cat scratchers by combining the iconic DôyenCat shape with décor inspired designs while remaining true to their brand. It is made from pet safe, non-toxic, natural material with an attractive design and sturdy structure that is perfect for a cat’s everyday needs, including: scratching and catnapping. FunBox is shipped flat and easy to assemble into a 14x14x14 inches cube box. Comes equipped with a long-lasting scratcher board and is available in various designs. Each one offering their own unique playtime fun for cats.

About DôyenWorld: Justice Le received several awards including Edison Awards for innovation. She has been a leader in the pet industry for over 15 years designing pet toys for several large pet companies. Le plans to continue to do that with her team at DôyenWorld, offering an enormous array of pet toys and accessories, all at an affordable price, including: catnip toys, puzzle box and their award winning 2 in 1 interactive treat dispensing toy. “We are on a mission to make DôyenWorld the leading cat brand you can trust,” said Le. Pet owners know the importance of keeping their pets happy and healthy; that’s why DôyenWorld has made it their mission to provide fun safe products to keep you and your pets happy!
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